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Relative K0, annihilators, Fitting ideals and
the Stickelberger phenomena
Victor P. Snaith
Abstract
When G is abelian and l is a prime we show how elements of the
relative K-group K0(Zl[G],Ql) give rise to annihilator/Fitting ideal
relations of certain associated Z[G]-modules. Examples of this phe-
nomenon are ubiquitous. Particularly, we give examples in which G is
the Galois group of an extension of global fields and the resulting an-
nihilator/Fitting ideal relation is closely connected to Stickelberger’s
Theorem and to the conjectures Coates-Sinnott and Brumer.
1 Introduction
1.1 Suppose that l is a prime and G is a finite group. In this case the relative
K-group K0(Zl[G],Ql) appearing in the localisation sequence (see §2.1) is
isomorphic to the zero-th K-group of the category of finite Zl[G]-modules
of finite projective dimension, usually denoted by K0T (Zl[G]). When G is
abelian we have an isomorphism of the form K0(Zl[G],Ql) ∼= Ql[G]∗Zl[G]∗ .
As explained in §2, elements of K0(Zl[G],Ql) may be constructed from a
bounded perfect complex of Zl[G]-modules together with aQl[G]-trivialisation
of its cohomology. In arithmetic and algebraic geometry there are many sit-
uations, some of which are studied in §§3-5, which give rise to this data. In
this paper we shall consider the simplest example of this type of element,
namely the case of a perfect complex of Zl[G]-modules whose cohomology
groups are finite. Our main result concerns the simplest case of all, when the
complex has only two non-zero, finite cohomology groups. In this case (The-
orem 2.4) when G is abelian, there are Stickelberger-type relations between
the element of Ql[G]
∗ which represents the relative K0 class, the annihilators
and the Fitting ideals of the cohomology groups. In order to apply Theorem
2.4 one must evaluate evaluate the element of Ql[G]
∗ representing the class
on K0(Zl[G],Ql). In general this is difficult to do but in the cases of abelian
Galois extensions of function fields and totally real number fields this element
turns out to be a classical higher order Stickelberger element (see Theorems
1.6 and 3.4).
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Let us begin by recalling the higher Stickelberger elements and the con-
jectures pertaining to them. Suppose that L/Q is a finite Galois extension of
number fields with abelian Galois group, G(L/Q), and L totally real. Then,
for each integer n ≥ 2, there is a unique unit of the rational group-ring
ΘL/Q(n) ∈ Q[G(L/Q)]∗
such that
χ(ΘL/Q(n)) = LQ(1− n, χ−1)
for each one-dimensional complex representation χ where LQ(s, χ
−1) denotes
the Dirichlet L-function of the character χ−1 ([58] Ch.4). The rationality of
ΘL/Q(n) is seen by writing the L-function in terms of partial zeta functions
LQ(1− n, χ−1) =
∑
g∈G(LKer(χ)/Q)
χ(g)−1ζQ(g, 1− n)
and recalling that ζQ(g, 1 − n) is a rational number, by a result of Klingen
and Siegel (cf. [48]).
Inspired by Stickelberger’s Theorem ([58] p.94), Coates and Sinnott made
a fundamental conjecture concerning Galois actions on the algebraic K-groups
of algebraic integers in number fields.
Conjecture 1.2 ([11]; see also [12]).)
In the situation of §1.1, let l be a prime and let OL denote the ring of
algebraic integers of L. For each n ≥ 1
wn+1(Q)ΘL/Q(n + 1) · annZl[G(L/Q)](H0e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))
⊆ annZl[G(L/Q)](K2n(OL)⊗ Zl).
Here wn+1(Q) denotes the largest integer m such that the Galois group,
G(Q(e2πi/m)/Q), has exponent dividing n + 1. Alternatively it is the order
of H0e´t(Spec(Z);Q/Z(n + 1)) (see ([50] §7.2.4).
Conjecture 1.3 In the situation of §1.1 and Conjecture 1.2 one could also
conjecture the stronger result that, for each n ≥ 1,
ΘL/Q(n+ 1) · annZl[G(L/Q)](H0e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(n + 1)))
⊆ FZl[G(L/Q)](K2n(OL)⊗ Zl).
Here FZl[G(L/Q)](M) denotes the Fitting ideal of the module M (see §2).
This conjecture is stronger than Conjecture 1.2 since the integer wn+1(Q)
has been removed and the Fitting ideal is contained in the annihilator ideal
(see §2.3).
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Remark 1.4 (i) The classical theorem of Stickelberger ([58] p.94) corre-
sponds to the case when n = 0 in Conjecture 1.2 when K0(OL) is replaced
by its torsion subgroup, the ideal class group. The Brumer Conjecture ([4],
[60]), which is still open, corresponds to the case when n = 0 and L/K is an
abelian extension with K totally real.
(ii) Furthermore, inspired by the Brumer Conjecture, a conjecture similar
to Conjecture 1.3 makes sense for any abelian Galois extension of number
fields, L/K, with L totally real (see [50] Conjecture 7.2.6).
(iii) There is an equivariant Chern class homomorphism of the form (cf.
[2] Theorem B; [14])
cn+1,2 : K2n(OL)⊗ Zl −→ H1e´t(Spec(OL[1/l]);Ql/Zl(n+ 1)).
The Lichtenbaum-Quillen Conjecture predicts (at least when l is odd) that
cn+1,2 is an isomorphism. This was proved for n = 1 in [55]. As a corollary of
the fundamental results of Voevodsky [56] [57], when l = 2 this Chern class is
nearly an isomorphism in all dimensions [43]. Voevodsky’s method requires
the existence of suitable “norm varieties” which is not yet established for all
odd primes. However, recent work by Rost combined with that of Suslin-
Voevodsky shows that cn+1,2 is an isomorphism for l = 3.
The annihilator
annZl[G(L/Q)](H
0
e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))
is well-known ([10] Lemma 2.3; [54] p.82). Explicitly, for n ≥ 0, this annihi-
lator is equal to the ideal generated by the elements, (P, L/Q) − NP n+1 ∈
Zl[G(L/Q)], where P runs through primes which ramify in L/Q or divide
wn+1(L) = |H0e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(n+ 1))|.
Here (P, L/Q) ∈ G(L/Q) is the element corresponding to P under Artin
reciprocity.
In [14] it is shown that (the result can also be deduced from [15])K2n(OL)⊗
Zl maps surjectively ontoH
1
e´t(Spec(OL[1/l]);Ql/Zl(n+1)) so that the Coates-
Sinnott Conjecture of §1.2, as modified in Conjecture 1.3, predicts an inclusion
of the form
ΘL/Q(n+ 1) · annZl[G(L/Q)](H0e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(n + 1)))
⊆ FZl[G(L/Q)](H1e´t(Spec(OL[1/l]);Ql/Zl(n+ 1))).
(iv) The annihilator/Fitting ideal relation of (iii) makes sense more gener-
ally. Let L/K be a Galois extension of totally real number fields with abelian
Galois group, G(L/K). Let S be a finite set of primes of K including all
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those which ramify in L/K. Then, as in §1.1, for each n ≥ 2 there exists a
unique unit of the rational group-ring
ΘL/K,S(n) ∈ Q[G(L/K)]∗
such that
χ(ΘL/K,S(n)) = LK,S(1− n, χ−1)
for each one-dimensional complex representation, χ. Here χ is a character of
G(L/K) and LK,S(s, χ
−1) denotes the Artin L-function of χ−1 with the Euler
factors associated to the primes in S removed.
Let S ′ be the set of places of L over S. Set Xl = Spec(OL,S′[1/l]), where
OL,S′ is the ring of S
′-integers of L. For each n ≥ 1, one would expect an
annihilator relation of the form
ΘL/K,S(n + 1) · annZl[G(L/K)](H0e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))
⊆ FZl[G(L/K)](H1e´t(Xl;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))✁ Zl[G(L/K)].
In fact, it can be shown that these ideals have the same radical ([50] Theorem
7.3.2).
(v) Using Iwasawa theory, it is shown in ([11] Theorem 2) that if L/Q is
a totally real abelian extension of conductor f , l is a prime and b is an integer
coprime to fl then w2(Q)(b
2 − (b, L/Q))ΘL/Q(2) ∈ Ql[G(L/Q)] lies in
annZl[G(L/K)](H
1
e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(2))) = annZl[G(L/K)](K2(OL)⊗ Zl).
By combining ([11] Theorem 2.1) with results from [46], it is shown
more generally in [39], under the same conditions (actually the condition
that (b, f l) = 1 seems to have been omitted in ([39] The´ore`me 2.2)), that
wj+1(Q)(b
j+1 − (b, L/Q))ΘL/Q(j + 1) ∈ Ql[G(L/Q)] lies in
annZl[G(L/K)](H
1
e´t(Spec(OL);Ql/Zl(j + 1)))
for j = 1, 3, 5 . . ..
1.5 Now let us describe the main results of this paper. Let l be an odd
prime and let m be a positive integer prime to l. If ξt denotes the root
of unity ξt = e
2πi/t, consider the cyclotomic field Q(ξmls+1) and its totally
real subfield Q(ξmls+1)
+. Let Sml denote the primes of Q(ξmls+1)
+ which
divide ml and let X+l = Spec(Z[ξmls+1 ]
+
Sml
) denote the spectrum of the Sml-
integers in Q(ξmls+1)
+. Note that H0e´t(X
+
l ;Ql/Zl(1 − r)) is isomorphic to
H0e´t(Z[ξmls+1 ][1/ml];Ql/Zl(1− r)) for all negative odd integers r.
The following result will be proved in §4.3.
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Theorem 1.6
Let l be an odd prime. Let l, m and X+l be as in the notation of §1.5 and
let ΘQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q(1−r) denote the higher Stickelberger element of §1.1. Then,
for r = −1,−3,−5, . . . and any positive integer s:
(i) there exists a chain of annihilator ideal relations for e´tale cohomology
of the form
{tm0 | t ∈ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H1e´t(X+l ;Ql/Zl(1− r)))}
⊆ ΘQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q(1− r)annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H0e´t(X+l ;Ql/Zl(1− r)))
⊆ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H1e´t(X+l ;Ql/Zl(1− r))).
(ii) If l does not divide m− 1 then in (i) the final
annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H
1
e´t(X
+
l ;Ql/Zl(1− r)))
may be replaced by
FZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H
1
e´t(X
+
l ;Ql/Zl(1− r))).
Here m0 is the minimal number of generators of the Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-
module H1e´t(X
+
l ;Ql/Zl(1−r)) and FZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](M) denotes the Fitting
ideal of M .
From the localisation sequence of ([52] p.268), when r = −1,−3,−5, . . .,
H1e´t(Spec(Z[ξmls+1 ]
+[1/l]);Ql/Zl(1−r)) is a Galois submodule ofH1e´t(X+l ;Ql/Zl(1−
r)), which implies the following result.
Corollary 1.7
In the notation of §1.5 and Theorem 1.6, when l is an odd prime not
dividing m and r = −1,−3,−5, . . .
ΘQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q(1− r)annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H0e´t(Spec(Z[ξmls+1 ]+[1/l]);Ql/Zl(1− r)))
⊆ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H1e´t(Spec(Z[ξmls+1 ]+[1/l];Ql/Zl(1− r)))
for all positive integers s.
The paper is organised in the following manner. In §2 we introduce the
relative K-group K0(Zl[G],Ql) for any finite group G and explain how ele-
ments of this group can yield annihilator/Fitting ideal relations (Theorem
2.4). Two important classes of elements to which the construction of §2 ap-
plies arise in connection with the e´tale cohomology groups of curves over finite
fields and rings of integers in number fields. In §3 we apply Theorem 2.4 to
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an example from ([8] §7) to prove a Coates-Sinnott type of result (Theorem
3.4) for the e´tale cohomology groups of curves over finite fields. In §4 we use
an example from [5] to prove a similar result (Theorem 1.6 proved in §4.3) for
the e´tale cohomology H1e´t(X
+
l ;Ql/Zl(1 − r)) of the S-integers in the totally
real subfield of a cyclotomic field. When r = −2,−4,−6, . . . – the case not
covered by Theorem 1.6 – we apply Theorem 2.4 in Theorem 4.6 to study
the annihilator ideal of H2e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1 − r)). In §4.8 and Theorem 4.9 we use
Theorem 4.6 together with calculation of Beilinson [3] to construct elements
of this annihilator from the leading terms of the Dirichlet L-function at s = r.
In §5 we discuss invariants lying in K0(Zl[G],Ql) which are constructed from
relatively abelian extensions of totally real number fields with vanishing Iwa-
sawa µ-invariants, from the Galois action on vanishing cycles and from e´tale
coverings of curves and surfaces.
Finally, a remark about the classical Stickelberger Theorem and Brumer
Conjecture which, as mentioned in Remark 1.4, correspond to the case when
r = 0. In ([50] Remark 7.2.11(ii)) it is explained how one might use “Tate
sequence” constructed in [41] to approach the Brumer Conjecture by the
method used to prove Theorem 1.6. This approach is much more difficult
than the proof of Theorem 1.6 because of the presence of non-trivial regulators
(cf. [50] §7.1.12). On the other hand, this approach would aim to prove a
statement (analogous to that of Theorem 1.6) stating that at odd primes l, the
Stickelberger ideal lies in the annihilator (and sometimes the Fitting ) ideal
of the class-group of the S-integers (where S-contains all ramified primes).
Even in the case of the classical Stickelberger Theorem this seems to lead to
questions which are at present unanswered. In the classical Stickelberger case
such a Fitting ideal inclusion fails for l = 2 but holds at odd primes when,
for example, both the roots of unity and the class-group are cohomologically
trivial.
Very recently I became aware of the very important results of Masato
Kurihara [27] which show that the Fitting ideal appearing in Theorem 1.6(ii)
is given by a generalised Stickelberger ideal. Using Kurihara’s results one
may verify the second inclusion in the statements of Theorems 1.6(ii) without
any restrictions on the integer m while the other inclusion may in turn be
combined with the results of [27] to yield upper bounds on the number of
Zl[G]-module generators of the e´tale cohomology groups.
Ackowledgments The results of [5] are crucial to this paper and I am
particularly indebted to David Burns for bringing his work to my attention.
This work was begun during a visit to the University of Pennsylvania in March
2000 and completed during a visit, funded by a Special Project Grant from
the Royal Society, to the Euler Institute in St Petersburg during September
2000. I am particularly grateful to these institutions for their hospitality
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2 K0(Zl[G],Ql) and annihilator/Fitting ideal
relations
2.1 Let l be a prime, G a finite group and let f : Zl[G] −→ Ql[G] denote the
homomorphism of group-rings induced by the inclusion of the l-adic integers
into the fraction field, the l-adic rationals. WriteK0(Zl[G],Ql) for the relative
K-group of f , denoted by K0(Zl[G], f) in ([53] p.214; see also [50] Definition
2.1.5). By ([53] Lemma 15.6) elements of K0(Zl[G],Ql) are represented by
triples [A, g, B] where A,B are finitely generated, projective Zl[G]-modules
and g is a Ql[G]-module isomorphism of the form g : A⊗Zl Ql
∼=→ B ⊗Zl Ql.
Defining an exact sequence of triples in the obvious manner, the relations
between these elements are generated by the following two types:
(i) [A, g, B] = [A′, g′, B′] + [A′′, g′′, B′′] if there exists an exact sequence
0 −→ (A′, g′, B′) −→ (A, g, B) −→ (A′′, g′′, B′′) −→ 0
and
(ii) [A, gh, C] = [A, h,B] + [B, g, C].
This group fits into a localisation sequence of the form ([44] §5 Theorem
5; [20] p.233)
K1(Zl[G])
f∗−→ K1(Ql[G]) ∂−→ K0(Zl[G],Ql) π−→ K0(Zl[G]) f∗−→ K0(Ql[G]).
Assume now that G is abelian. In this case K1(Ql[G]) ∼= Ql[G]∗ because
Ql[G] is a product of fields and K1(Zl[G]) ∼= Zl[G]∗ ([13]I p.179 Theorem
(46.24)). Under these isomorphisms f∗ is identified with the canonical inclu-
sion.
The homomorphism, K0(Zl[G])
f∗−→ K0(Ql[G]), is injective for all finite
groups G ([47] Theorem 34 p.131; [13]II p.47 Theorem 39.10). Alternatively,
when G is abelian, Zl[G] is semi-local and the injectivity of f∗ follows from the
fact that a finitely generated projective module over a local ring is free ([16]
p.124 Corollary 4.8 and p.205 Exercise 7.2). Thus the localisation sequence
yields an isomorphism of the form
K0(Zl[G],Ql) ∼= Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
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when G is abelian. From the explicit description of ∂ ([53] p.216) this iso-
morphism sends the coset of α ∈ Ql[G]∗ to [Zl[G], (α · −),Zl[G]]. The inverse
isomorphism sends [A, g, B], where A and B may be assumed to be free
Zl[G]-modules, to the coset of det(g) ∈ Ql[G]∗ with respect to any choice of
Zl[G]-bases for A and B.
Example 2.2 We shall be particularly interested in the following source of
elements of K0(Zl[G],Ql).
As in §2.1, let l be a prime and let G be a finite abelian group. Suppose
that
0 −→ Fk dk−→ Fk−1 dk−1−→ . . . d2−→ F1 d1−→ F0 −→ 0
is a bounded complex of finitely generated, projective Zl[G]-modules (i.e. a
perfect complex of Zl[G]-modules), having all its homology groups finite.
As usual, let Zt = Ker(dt : Ft −→ Ft−1) and Bt = dt+1(Ft+1) ⊆ Ft denote
the Zl[G]-modules of t-dimensional cycles and boundaries, respectively. We
have short exact sequences of the form
0 −→ Bi φi−→ Zi −→ Hi(F∗) −→ 0
and
0 −→ Zi+1 ψi+1−→ Fi+1 di+1−→ Bi −→ 0.
Applying (−⊗Ql) we obtain isomorphisms
φi : Bi ⊗Ql ∼=−→ Zi ⊗Ql
and we may choose Ql[G]-module splittings of the form
ηi : Bi ⊗Ql −→ Fi+1 ⊗Ql
such that (di+1 ⊗ 1)ηi = 1 : Bi ⊗Ql −→ Bi ⊗Ql.
Then we form a Ql[G]-module isomorphism of the form
X : ⊕jF2j ⊗Ql ∼=−→ ⊕jF2j+1 ⊗Ql
given by the composition
⊕jF2j ⊗Ql ⊕j (ψ2j+η2j−1)
−1
−→ ⊕j(Z2j ⊗Ql)⊕ (B2j−1 ⊗Ql)
⊕j (φ
−1
2j ⊕φ2j−1)−→ ⊕j(B2j ⊗Ql)⊕ (Z2j−1 ⊗Ql)
(⊕j η2j+ψ2j−1)−→ ⊕jF2j−1 ⊗Ql.
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This construction defines a class, [⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1], in K0(Zl[G],Ql) which
is well-known to be independent of the choices of the splittings used to define
X ([53] Ch. 15; see also [50] Propositions 2.5.35 and 7.1.8).
We shall denote by
det(X) ∈ Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
the element which corresponds to [⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1] ∈ K0(Zl[G],Ql) under
the isomorphism of §2.1.
2.3 Recall that, if R is a ring andM a (left) R-module, the (left) annihilator
ideal annR(M)✁R of M is defined to be
annR(M) = {r ∈ R | r ·m = 0 for all m ∈M}.
Let us recall from ([35] Appendix; see also [59]) the properties of the
Fitting ideal (referred to as the initial Fitting invariant in [40]).
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let M be a finitely pre-
sented R-module, in our applications M will actually be finite. Suppose that
M has a presentation of the form
Ra
f−→ Rb −→M −→ 0
with a ≥ b then the Fitting ideal of the R-module M , denoted by FR(M), is
the ideal of R generated by all b× b minors of any matrix representing f .
The Fitting ideal FR(M) is independent of the presentation chosen for M
and is contained in the annihilator ideal of M , FR(M) ⊆ annR(M). If M is
generated by n elements then annR(M)
n ⊆ FR(M) and if π : M → M ′ is a
surjection of finitely presented R-modules then FR(M) ⊆ FR(M ′).
The following result yields relations between the annihilator ideals and
Fitting ideals of the homology modules in Example 2.2 in the special case
when each Hi(F∗) is finite and zero except for i = 0, 1.
Theorem 2.4 Let G be a finite abelian group and l a prime. Suppose that
0 −→ Fk dk−→ Fk−1 dk−1−→ . . . d2−→ F1 d1−→ F0 −→ 0
is a bounded, perfect complex of Zl[G]-modules, as in Example 2.2, having
Hi(F∗) finite for i = 0, 1 and zero otherwise. Let
[⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1] ∈ K0(Zl[G],Ql) ∼= Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
be as in Example 2.2. Then:
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(i) if ti ∈ annZl[G](Hi(F∗)),
det(X)(−1)
i
tmii ∈ annZl[G](H1−i(F∗))✁ Zl[G]
for i = 0, 1. Here m0, m1 is the minimal number of generators required for
the Zl[G]-module H0(F∗), Hom(H1(F∗),Ql/Zl), respectively,
(ii) if the Sylow l-subgroup of G is cyclic then in (i) annZl[G](H1−i(F∗))
may be replaced by FZl[G](H1−i(F∗)).
2.5 The proof of Theorem 2.4 will occupy the remainder of this section,
culminating in §2.11. We begin with some preliminary observations and con-
structions.
In the situation of Theorem 2.4, without changing the class
[⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1], we may replace F0, . . . , Fk−1 by finitely generated, free
Zl[G]-modules. Then, since
∑
i(−1)i[Fi] = f∗(π([⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1])) = 0
and f∗ is injective, Fk must be stably free and hence free. Therefore hence-
forth we shall assume that each Fi is a finitely generated, free Zl[G]-module.
In this case we are going to modify the isomorphism X to make it Zl-integral.
Firstly we observe that, for i ≥ 1, the short exact sequence of Zl[G]-
module homomorphisms
0 −→ Bi+1 ψi+1−→ Fi+1 di+1−→ Bi −→ 0
splits. To see this, write G = H ×G1 where G1 is the Sylow l-subgroup of G
and observe, by induction starting with Bk−1 ∼= Fk, that Bi is a torsion-free,
cohomologically trivial Zl[G1]-module if i ≥ 1. Hence, by ([1] Theorem 7)
there exist elements v1, . . . , vt ∈ Bi such that the natural map induces an
isomorphism of the form
Z/lm[G1] < v1, . . . , vt >
∼=−→ Bi/lmBi
for each m ≥ 1. Since Bi is l-adically complete, the inverse limit of these
isomorphisms shows that Bi is a free Zl[G1]-module. Hence we may split di+1
as a Zl[G1]-module homomorphism and, by averaging over H , as a Zl[G]-
module homomorphism also.
Therefore we have
ηi : Bi −→ Fi+1
for i ≥ 1 and
φi : Bi
=−→ Zi
for i ≥ 2 without tensoring with the l-adic rationals.
Since H0(F∗) is finite, in the notation of Example 2.2, we have a homo-
morphism
η = η0 · (φ0 ⊗ 1)−1 : F0 ⊗Ql −→ F1 ⊗Ql
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such that (d1⊗ 1) · η = 1 on F0⊗Ql. By definition, X(F0⊗Ql) ⊆ F1⊗Ql ⊆
⊕jF2j−1 ⊗Ql and X restricted to F0 ⊗Ql is equal to η.
Let Ql[G]
∗ denote the units of Ql[G] and let t ∈ Zl[G]⋂Ql[G]∗ satisfy
tH0(F∗) = 0. We may construct η to satisfy η(tF0) ⊆ F1. For each free
generator, z ∈ F0, we have tz = d1(w) and so we may define η(z) = t−1w.
Since G is abelian, multiplication by t gives a Zl[G]-module homomorphism
T˜ = (t · −) : F0 −→ F0
and we may form the composition
X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ 1⊕ . . .) : ⊕jF2j ⊗Ql ∼=−→ ⊕jF2j+1 ⊗Ql.
Our next result will show that X · (T˜ ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ . . .) maps ⊕jF2j to
⊕jF2j+1. To prove this it will be useful to have the explicit formula for
X on (w0, w2, . . .) ∈ ⊕jF2j , namely
X(w0, w2, . . .)
= (η(w0) + d2(w2), η2(w2 − η1(d2(w2))) + d4(w4), . . .
η2t(w2t − η2t−1(d2t(w2t))) + d2t+2(w2t+2), . . .).
Lemma 2.6
Let X, T˜ = (t · −) and t ∈ Ql[G]∗ be as in §2.5. Then the Ql[G]-module
isomorphism
X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ 1⊕ . . .) : ⊕jF2j ⊗Ql ∼=−→ ⊕jF2j+1 ⊗Ql
restricts to yield an injective Zl[G]-module homomorphism of the form
X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ . . .⊕ 1) : ⊕jF2j −→ ⊕jF2j−1.
Proof
The injectivity follows from the fact that X and T˜ are both Ql[G]-module
isomorphisms. For the rest it suffices to verify that X ·(T˜⊕1⊕ . . .⊕1)(F2s) ⊆
⊕jF2j−1 for each s ≥ 0. If s = 0 this is assured by the previous observation
that X equals η on F0. For s ≥ 1, the integrality follows from the explicit
formula of §2.5. ✷
Proposition 2.7
Suppose that F∗ is a bounded complex of free Zl[G]-modules with X, T˜ =
(t · −) and t ∈ Ql[G]∗⋂ annZl[G](H0(F∗)) as in §2.5. Then
det(X)trankZl[G](F0) ∈ annZl[G](H1(F∗))✁ Zl[G]
and, if the Sylow l-subgroup of G is cyclic, the annihilator annZl[G](H1(F∗))
may be replaced by the Fitting ideal FZl[G](H1(F∗)).
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Proof
The short exact sequence of Zl[G]-modules
0 −→ ⊕jF2j X·(T˜⊕1⊕...)−→ ⊕jF2j+1 −→ ⊕jF2j+1
X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ . . .)(⊕jF2j)
−→ 0
implies, by definition of the Fitting ideal, that
det(X)trankZl[G](F0) = (det(X ·(T˜⊕1⊕. . .)) ∈ FZl[G](
⊕jF2j+1
X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ . . .)(⊕jF2j)
).
Recall that the Fitting ideal is a submodule of the annihilator ideal. Now
consider the Zl[G]-module
N1 =
Ker(d1)
Ker(d1)
⋂
(X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ . . .))(⊕jF2j)
∼= Ker(d1)(X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ . . .))(⊕jF2j)
(X · (T˜ ⊕ 1⊕ . . .))(⊕jF2j)
which is a finite group, since it is a submodule of N2 =
⊕jF2j+1
X·(T˜⊕1⊕...)(⊕jF2j)
.
For i = 1, 2 define two finite Zl[G]-modules byMi = Hom(Ni,Ql/Zl) then
there is a surjection of the form π : M2 −→ M1 which is the Pontrjagin dual
of the inclusion homomorphism. Hence annZl[G](M2) ⊆ annZl[G](M1). By
([35] Appendix 1) there is a similar inclusion for Fitting ideals FZl[G](M2) ⊆
FZl[G](M1). Let τ denote the involution of the group-ring induced by sending
each element of G, which is abelian, to its inverse. However, if N is finite, the
action of G on Hom(N,Ql/Zl) is given by g(f) = f(g
−1 · −) which may be
identified with G acting on N with the new action, g(z) = τ(g) · z. Therefore
we may apply τ to obtain
annZl[G](N2) = τ(annZl[G](M2)) ⊆ τ(annaZl[G](M1)) = annZl[G](N1)
in part (i). By Proposition 2.8, since in part (ii) the Sylow l-subgroup of G
is assumed to be cyclic, there is a similar chain of relations for Fitting ideals
FZl[G](N2) = τ(FZl[G](M2)) ⊆ τ(FZl[G](M1)) = FZl[G](N1).
On the other hand, let wj ∈ Fj and suppose that (w1, 0, 0, . . .) = X · (T˜ ⊕
1 ⊕ . . .)(w0, w2, . . .) with w1 ∈ Ker(d1) ⊆ F1. The formula of §2.5 implies
that w1 = η(T˜ (w0)) + d2(w2). Applying d1 we obtain 0 = d1(η(T˜ (w0)) +
d2(w2)) = T˜ (w0), which yields w1 = d2(w2) ∈ d2(F2). Therefore H1(F∗) =
Ker(d1)/d2(F2) is a quotient of N1 so that we have inclusions annZl[G](N1) ⊆
annZl[G](H1(F∗)) and FZl[G](N1) ⊆ FZl[G](H1(F∗)), by ([35] Appendix). This
discussion yields
det(X)trankZl[G](F0) ∈ annZl[G](N2) ⊆ annZl[G](N1) ⊆ annZl[G](H1(F∗)),
in part (i) and
det(X)trankZl[G](F0) ∈ FZl[G](N2) ⊆ FZl[G](N1) ⊆ FZl[G](H1(F∗)),
in part (ii), as required. ✷
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Proposition 2.8 (Dualisation and Fitting ideals)
Let l be a prime, G a finite abelian group and M a finite Zl[G]-module.
Let τ be the involution sending each g ∈ G to its inverse. Then
FZl[G](M) = τ(FZl[G](Hom(M,Ql/Zl)))
for all finite M if and only if the Sylow l-subgroup is cyclic.
Proof
The following argument, which was shown to me by Al Weiss, shows that
whenever G is an abelian group whose l-Sylow subgroup is non-cyclic then
there exists a finite Zl[G]-module M for which
FZl[G](M) 6= τ(FZl[G](Hom(M,Ql/Zl)))
where τ is the involution of the group-ring induced by sending a group element
to its inverse. Here the action onHom(M,Ql/Zl) is given by g(f) = f(g
−1·−)
as in the proof of Proposition 2.7.
If the l-Sylow subgroup of G is non-cyclic choose a surjection of the form
π : Zl[G] −→ Zl[Cl × Cl]
where Cl denotes the cyclic group of order l. Set I = Ker(π). By the ([35]
Appendix 4) we have
FZl[Cl×Cl](M/I ·M) = FZl[G]/I(M/I ·M) = Im(FZl[G](M) π−→ Zl[Cl × Cl]).
Now set M = Ker(Fl[Cl × Cl] ǫ−→ Fl), the kernel of the modulo l aug-
mentation homomorphism. Hence
FZl[Cl×Cl](M/I ·M) = FZl[Cl×Cl](M) = Im(FZl[G](M) π−→ Zl[Cl × Cl])
and
FZl[Cl×Cl](M
#/I ·M#) = FZl[Cl×Cl](M#) = Im(FZl[G](M#) π−→ Zl[Cl × Cl])
where M# = Hom(M,Ql/Zl). We shall show that these two ideals are
different.
Set J = Ker(Zl[Cl × Cl] ǫ−→ Zl)✁ Zl[Cl × Cl], the augmentation ideal.
Firstly M/J · M is equal to the Cl × Cl-coinvariants of M and this is
isomorphic to Cl × Cl as an abelian group. Hence, by ([35] Appendix 4 and
5),
l2Zl = FZl(Cl × Cl) = FZl[Cl×Cl]/J(M/J ·M) = Im(ǫ : FZl[Cl×Cl](M) −→ Zl).
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Secondly the Cl × Cl-coinvariants of M# are equal to (MCl×Cl)# ∼= Fl
with the trivial action so that
lZl = FZl(Fl) = FZl[Cl×Cl]/J(M
#/J ·M#) = Im(ǫ : FZl[Cl×Cl](M#) −→ Zl),
which completes the first half of the proof.
Now suppose that the Sylow l-subgroup of G is cyclic. The l-adic group-
ring Zl[G] is finite product of group-rings of the form R[G1] where G1 is the
the Sylow l-subgroup of G and R is the ring of integers in an unramified
extension of Ql. In fact, Zl[G] ∼= ∏χ Zl[χ][G1] where χ runs through the
Galois orbits of those characters of G whose order is prime to l ([49] §7.3.6;
[59], [60]). Therefore R[G1] is a quotient of the polynomial ring R[X ] and the
relation
FZl[G](M) = τ(FZl[G](Hom(M,Ql/Zl)))
for all finite Zl[G]-moduleM follows from the corresponding relation forR[X ]-
modules, by ([35] Appendix 4 and Proposition 1). ✷
Remark 2.9
In Proposition 2.7 we made crucial use of the fact that
FZl[G](M) = τ(FZl[G](Hom(M ;Ql/Zl)))
when M is a finite Zl[G]-module and the abelian group G has cyclic Sylow
l-subgroup.
Incidentally, Proposition 2.8 seems to contradict ([7] equation (1) p.464)!
2.10 Truncation and dualisation
We shall require one further construction before beginning the proof of
Theorem 2.4. Recall from the discussion of §2.1 that both [⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1] ∈
K0(Zl[G],Ql) and det(X) ∈ Ql[G]∗/Zl[G]∗ are independent of the choices of
Ql[G]-module spittings used to construct X and depend only on the quasi-
isomorphism class of the complex, F∗. Hence we may replace F∗ by the
quasi-isomorphic truncated complex
0 −→ B1 −→ F1 −→ F0 −→ 0
which is perfect. In fact each Zl-module may be assumed free, by the discus-
sion of §2.5. This may also be seen directly. If we choose the same splittings
as in Example 2.2 and §2.5 we obtain two isomorphisms of the form
Y : F0 ⊗Ql ⊕ B1 ⊗Ql ∼=−→ F1 ⊗Ql.
Z : B1 ⊗Ql ⊕ F3 ⊗Ql ⊕ F5 ⊗Ql ⊕ . . . ∼=−→ F2 ⊗Ql ⊕ F4 ⊗Ql ⊕ . . .
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andX = (Y ⊕1⊕1⊕. . .)(1⊕Z−1). Hence det(X) = det(Y )det(Z)−1 ∈ Ql[G]∗.
However, the splittings used to define Z are all l-adically integral and so
det(Z) ∈ Zl[G]∗. Therefore
det(X) = det(Y ) ∈ Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
,
as claimed.
Now set F 0 = Hom(F0,Zl), F
1 = Hom(F1,Zl) and F
2 = Hom(B1,Zl)
and consider the cochain complex
0 −→ F 0 d
∗
1−→ F 1 −→ F 2 −→ 0.
From the universal coefficient formula the cohomology groups, H i(F ∗), of
this cochain complex vanish except for i = 1, 2 in which case
H i(F ∗) ∼= Ext1(Hi−1(F∗),Zl) ∼= Hom(Hi−1(F∗),Ql/Zl).
The class inK0(Zl[G],Ql) defined by F
∗ depends only on the [⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1].
2.11 Proof of Theorem 2.4
Firstly, we observe that the statement depends only on the coset
det(X) ∈ Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
or, equivalently, only on the element [⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1] ∈ K0(Zl[G],Ql).
Hence, by the discussion of §2.5 and §2.10 we may assume that the Zl[G]-
modules, F0, F1, . . . , Fk and B1 are all free.
We may assume that ti ∈ Qp[G]∗⋂ annZi[G](Hi(F∗). For if ti ∈ annZi[G](Hi(F∗))
but is not a unit inQl[G]
∗ we may find a large multiple, n, of |H0(F∗)|·|H1(F∗)|
so that n + ti ∈ Ql[G]∗. Then the result for tmii follows from the that for
(n+ ti)
mi , by the binomial theorem.
Now consider the result for t0 ∈ Ql[G]∗ ⋂ annZl[G](H0(F∗)). By Proposi-
tion 2.7
det(X)t
rankZl[G](F0)
0 ∈ annZl[G](H1(F∗))✁ Zl[G].
in part (i) and in part (ii)
det(X)t
rankZl[G](F0)
0 ∈ FZl[G](H1(F∗))✁ Zl[G].
Therefore, to complete the proof for t0, it suffices to show that it is possible
to choose F∗ such that rankZl[G](F0) = m0 without changing the class in
K0(Zl[G],Ql). However, it is easy to construct a perfect chain complex P∗,
by induction on degree, which is homotopy equivalent to F∗ and has P0 =
⊕m0i=1 Zl[G] (for example, see [50] Proposition 2.2.4).
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We shall obtain the statement concerning t1 by the same argument applied
to the complex
0 −→ F 0 d
∗
1−→ F 1 −→ F 2 −→ 0
which was constructed the truncation and dualisation procedure of §2.10.
From the universal coefficient formula the cohomology groups of this cochain
complex vanish except for H1(F ∗) ∼= Hom(H0(F∗),Ql/Zl) and H2(F ∗) ∼=
Hom(H1(F∗),Ql/Zl).
In order to apply the previous argument to this free complex we first
observe that, after tensoring with Ql, the matrix of the dual of
Y : F0 ⊗Ql ⊕B1 ⊗Ql ∼=−→ F1 ⊗Ql
of §2.10, with respect to the dual Zl[G]-basis, is equal to τ(Y tr) where τ is the
automorphism of the group-ring induced by sending each element of G to its
inverse, τ(
∑
g∈G ng · g) =
∑
g∈G ng · g−1, and Y tr is the transpose the matrix of
Y . Therefore ,the class of F ∗ in K0(Zl[G],Ql) corresponds to det(τ(Y
tr))−1,
since the dual of Y is an isomorphism of the form
F 1 ⊗Ql ∼=−→ F 0 ⊗Ql ⊕ F 2 ⊗Ql.
However, the action of G on Hom(Hi(F∗),Ql/Zl) is given by g(f) =
f(g−1 · −) which may be identified with G acting on Hi(F∗) with the new
action, g(z) = τ(g) · z. Hence, t ∈ Ql[G]∗⋂ annZl[G](H2(F ∗)) if and only if
τ(t) ∈ Ql[G]∗⋂ annZl[G](H1(F∗)). As before we may assume that t1 lies in
Ql[G]
∗ and therefore we may apply Proposition 2.7 to F ∗ with t = τ(t1) to
obtain an inclusion of the form
det(τ(Y tr))−1τ(t1)
rankZl[G](F
2) ∈ annZl[G](H1(F ∗))✁ Zl[G]
in part (i) and
det(τ(Y tr))−1τ(t1)
rankZl[G](F
2) ∈ FZl[G](H1(F ∗))✁ Zl[G]
in part (ii). Furthermore, by changing F ∗ as before, we assume that rankZl[G](F
2) =
m1. Finally, since in part (i)
τ(annZl[G](H
1(F ∗)) = annZl[G](H0(F∗))
and in part (ii)
τ(FZl[G](H
1(F ∗)) = FZl[G](H0(F∗))
we may apply τ to this inclusion to obtain, as required,
det(X)−1tm11 ∈ annZl[G](H0(F∗))✁ Zl[G]
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in part (i) and in part (ii)
det(X)−1tm11 ∈ FZl[G](H0(F∗))✁ Zl[G],
since det(τ(Y tr)) = det(τ(Y )) differs from τ(det(X)) by a unit in the l-adic
group-ring. ✷.
Corollary 2.12
Suppose, in the situation of Theorem 2.4, that m1 = 1 (that is, the Zl[G]-
module Hom(H1(F∗),Ql/Zl) is generated by one element) then:
(i)
{tm0 | t ∈ annZl[G](H0(F∗)} ⊆ det(X)−1 ·annZl[G](H1(F∗)) ⊆ annZl[G](H0(F∗))
(ii) if the Sylow l-subgroup of G is cyclic then in (i) the right-hand
annZl[G](H0(F∗)) may be replaced by FZl[G](H0(F∗)).
3 Function fields
3.1 Suppose that N/K is a finite Galois extension of global function fields
with abelian Galois group G(N/K) and let p = char(N). Let S be a finite,
non-empty set of primes of K, including all those primes which ramify in
N/K. Let S ′ denote the set of primes of N lying over those of S. Let ON,S′
be the ring of S ′-integers of N ; that is, the elements of N which are regular
away from S ′. Then W = Spec(ON,S′) is a smooth affine curve over Fp.
Let l be a prime different from p. If Ql denotes an algebraic closure of
Ql and χ : G(L/K) −→ Ql∗ is a one-dimensional l-adic representation we
denote by LK,S(t, χ) denote the Artin L-function ([36] p.293; see also [34])
with the Euler factors associated to primes of S removed. In the notation of
[36] LK(t, χ) would be denoted by L(W,χ, t).
Proposition 3.2
Let N/K be as in §3.1. Then, for each integer n ≥ 2, there exists a
(unique) Stickelberger element
ΘN/K,S(n) ∈ Ql[G(N/K)]∗
such that
χ(ΘN/K,S(n)) = LK,S(1− n, χ−1)
for all one-dimensional l-adic representations, χ.
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Proof
In ([8] Proposition 7.13) it is shown that there exists an element
Ωn−1,l(N/K) ∈ K0(Zl[G],Ql) ∼= Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
which corresponds to χ 7→ LK,S(1 − n, χ−1)−1. This means that there exists
a unit, Ω ∈ Ql[G]∗, such that χ(Ω) = LK,S(1− n, χ−1)−1 for all χ. Therefore
we set ΘN/K,S(n) = Ω
−1. ✷
3.3 For i = 0, 1 and n ≥ 1 we have e´tale cohomology groups ([8] §7)
H ie´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1))
∼= H i+1e´t (W ;Zl(n+ 1))
whereW = Spec(ON,S′), as in §3.1. Each of these finite groups is a Zl[G(N/K)]-
module.
Suppose that E/K is a Galois extension containing N and having µl∞(E),
the group of l-primary roots of unity in E, very large. Then
H0e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1))
∼= (µl∞(E)⊗n+1)G(E/N),
which is a cyclic group.
The annihilator, annZl[G(N/K)](H
0
e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1))) is well-known, be-
ing computed as in ([10] Lemma 2.3; [54] p.82). This annihilator is related to
annZl[G(N/K)](H
1
e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1))) and the Fitting ideal
FZl[G(N/K)](H
1
e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1))) by the following result.
Theorem 3.4
Suppose that N/K is a finite Galois extension of global function fields with
abelian Galois group, G(N/K). If n ≥ 1 with l and W = Spec(ON,S′) as in
§3.1 then
(i)
{tm | t ∈ annZl[G(N/K)](H1e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))}
⊆ ΘN/K,S(n + 1) · annZl[G(N/K)](H0e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))
⊆ annZl[G(N/K)](H1e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))
where m is the minimum number of generators for the Zl[G(N/K)]-module,
H1e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1)).
(ii) If the Sylow l-subgroup of G(N/K) is cyclic then the final
annZl[G(N/K)](H
1
e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+1))) in (i) may be replaced by the Fitting ideal
FZl[G(N/K)](H
1
e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1))).
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Proof
In ([8] Proposition 7.7) it is shown that there exists a bounded, perfect
cochain complex of Zl[G(N/K)]-modules of the form
M∗ : 0→ Ms →Ms+1 → . . .→M t → 0
together with a Zl[G(N/K)]-module automorphism, α : M
∗ → M∗, such
that for each j the homomorphism 1 − α : M j → M j is injective with finite
cokernel. In addition, the mapping cone, C∗ = Cone(1 − α) has trivial
cohomology with the exception of H i(C∗) ∼= H ie´t(X ;Ql/Zl(n+1)) for i = 0, 1.
By the construction of Example 2.2 the complex C∗ gives rise to an element
of
K0(Zl[G],Ql) ∼= Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
.
In fact the truncated complex, D∗, given by Dj = Cj for j ≤ 0, D1 =
Ker(d : C1 → C2) and Dj = 0 for j ≥ 2 defines the same element. Now
setting F1−j = D
j and applying Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.12 to F∗ yields,
in case (i),
{zt | z ∈ annZl[G(N/K)](H1e´t(X ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))}
⊆ det(X)−1 · annZl[G(N/K)](H0e´t(X ;Ql/Zl(n + 1)))
⊆ annZl[G(N/K)](H1e´t(X ;Ql/Zl(n + 1)))
where [⊕jF2j , X,⊕jF2j+1] is the element of K0(Zl[G],Ql) given by the con-
struction of Example 2.2. However, for the cochain complex C∗ it is shown in
([8] Proposition 7.17) that this element satisfies χ(det(X)) = LK,S(−n, χ−1)−1
for all one-dimensional l-adic representations, χ. Hence
det(X) = ΘN/K,S(n+ 1)
−1,
as required in (i). In case (ii) we are permitted by Corollary 2.12(ii) to replace
the final annihilator by the Fitting ideal. ✷
Corollary 3.5
Let
√
I denote the radical of an ideal I. Then, in Theorem 3.4,
√
ΘN/K,S(n + 1) · annZl[G(N/K)](H0e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)))
=
√
annZl[G(N/K)](H
1
e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1))).
Remark 3.6 (i) When l is an odd prime, Corollary 3.5 is also true in the
case of a Galois extension, L/K, of number fields with abelian Galois group
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but is much harder to prove. I learnt the proof given in ([50] Theorem 7.3.2)
from Ted Chinburg.
(ii) Let S1 be any finite, non-empty set of primes of K and let S
′
1 denote
the set of primes of N lying over those of S1. If S1 ⊆ S with S as in Theorem
3.4 then the localisation sequence in e´tale cohomology shows that
ΘN/K,S(n + 1) · annZl[G(N/K)](H0e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n + 1)))
⊆ annZl[G(N/K)](H1e´t(Spec(ON,S′1);Ql/Zl(n + 1))).
This raises the more subtle question of whether one can replace ΘN/K,S(n+1)
by ΘN/K,S1(n+1) to give an inclusion similar to that of Conjecture 1.2; that is,
not involving any ramification condition on the set of primes, S1. Of course,
often the answer to this question is affirmative for trivial reasons.
(iii) As in the number field case mentioned in Remark 1.4, there is an
equivariant Chern class homomorphism of the form [14]
cn+1,2 : K2n(W )⊗ Zl −→ H1e´t(W ;Ql/Zl(n+ 1)),
which the Lichtenbaum-Quillen Conjecture predicts to be an isomorphism. It
is known that c1,2 is an isomorphism.
4 Absolutely abelian number fields
4.1 The Determinant Functor
We quickly review some formalism of the determinant functor as developed
in [24].
For any commutative ring R, which will be Zl[G] andQl[G] in our applica-
tions, a graded invertible module is a pair, (L, α), consisting of an invertible
(i.e. projective of rank one) R-module L and a locally constant function
α : Spec(R) → Z. A morphism h : (L, α) → (M,β) is an R-module ho-
momorphism, h : L → M , such that α(P ) 6= β(P ) implies h(P ) = 0 for all
P ∈ Spec(R). Let PR denote the category of graded invertible modules and
their isomorphisms. Then PR is a symmetric monoidal category in the sense
of [33] with tensor product defined by (L, α) ⊗ (M,β) = (L ⊗R M,α + β),
the usual associativity constraint, unit object (R, 0) and commutativity con-
straint
ψ(l ⊗m) := ψ(L,α),(M,β)(l ⊗m) = (−1)α(P )β(P )m⊗ l
for local sections l ∈ LP , m ∈MP . We define (L, α)−1 := (HomR(L,R),−α).
This definition extends to a covariant tensor functor PR → PR by setting
h−1 := HomR(h,R)
−1.
For a finitely generated projective R-module, M , we define an object in
PR by
DR(M) = (detRM, rankR(M))
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where detRM =
∧rank
R (M) denotes the maximal exterior power. For a bounded
perfect complex M∗ we set
DR(M
∗) =
⊗
i∈Z
DR(M
i)(−1)
i+1
,
the tensor product of graded invertible R-modules. Here we use the parity
convention of [5] rather than that of [24].
We write D(R) for the derived category of the homotopy category of
bounded complexes of R-modules, and Dp(R) for the full triangulated sub-
category of perfect complexes of R-modules. We write Dpis(R) for the sub-
category of Dp(R) with the same objects but the morphisms are restricted to
be quasi-isomorphisms. If R is reduced, then DR extends to a functor from
Dpis(R) to PR such that for every distinguished triangle C1 → C2 → C3 →
C1[1] in Dp(R) there is an isomorphism of the form
DR(C1)⊗ DR(C3) ∼=→ DR(C2)
which is functorial in the triangle ([24] Proposition 7).
If C is an acyclic perfect complex then there exists a canonical isomor-
phism of the form
DR(C)
∼=−→ R.
For example, suppose that G is a finite abelian group and that F−1, F 0 are
two finitely generated, free Zl[G]-modules and that
0→ F−1 Z→ F 0 → 0
is a complex of Zl[G]-modules which becomes exact when tensored with Ql.
Then, by choosing Zl[G]-bases we obtain a well-defined element
det(Z) ∈ Ql[G]
∗
Zl[G]∗
.
On the other hand, if rankZl[G]F
−1 = m, we have an exact sequence of rank
one modules of the form
0→
m∧
F−1
det(Z)→
m∧
F 0
or, equivalently,
0→ DZl[G](F−1)⊗ DZl[G](F 0)−1
det(Z)→ Zl[G].
The image of this homomorphism under the canonical isomorphism
DQl[G](F
−1)⊗ DQl[G](F 0)−1 ∼= Ql[G]
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is, by definition, the invertible module DZl[G](F
∗) which is therefore the free
Zl[G]-submodule of Ql[G] generated by det(Z). In the notation of Example
2.2, det(Z) = det(X)−1. In general for any bounded complex of finitely
generated, free Zl[G]-modules with finite cohomology groups, as in Example
2.2, we have
DZl[G](F
∗) = Zl[G] < det(X)
−1 >⊂ Ql[G].
4.2 We recall now some crucial results from [5]. Let l be an odd prime,
m a positive integer not divisible by l and r a strictly negative integer. If
ξt = e
2πi/t we have a canonical projection of the form G(Q(ξmls+1)/Q) −→
G(Q(ξmls)/Q) and, taking the inverse limit over the induced homomorphisms
of l-adic group-rings, we define
Λ∞m = lim
←
n
Zl[G(Q(ξmln+1)/Q)].
Write Q(Λ∞m ) for the total quotient ring of Λ
∞
m ([16] p.60). In ([5] §7 (48))
a bounded perfect complex of Λ∞m -modules, denoted by Cm(r), is constructed
for which ([5] Lemma 7.2) Cm(r)⊗Λ∞m Q(Λ∞m ) is acyclic. Therefore we have a
canonical isomorphism of the form
DΛ∞m (Cm(r))⊗Λ∞m Q(Λ∞m )
∼=−→ Q(Λ∞m ).
We shall recall the definition of Cm(r) presently. Furthermore ([5] Theorem
7.1) calculates a Λ∞m -basis for the free, rank one Λ
∞
m -module DΛ∞m (Cm(r)) by
showing that the imagine of DΛ∞m (Cm(r)) under the canonical homomorphism
into Q(Λ∞m ) is Λm〈(e+ + e− · gm)〉 in the notation of [5]. Fix an integer s ≥ 0
and a topological generator γs ∈ G(Q(ξml∞/Q(ξmls+1)) and form the bounded
perfect complex of Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)/Q)]-modules
C0,m(r) = C(r)⊗LΛ∞m Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)/Q)].
so that
Cm(r)
1−γs−→ Cm(r) −→ C0,m(r) −→ Cm(r)[1]
is a distinguished triangle in the derived category of the homotopy category of
Λ∞m -modules. Since l is odd, taking coinvariants (or equivalently invariants)
under complex conjugation C0,m(r) 7→ C0,m(r)+ is exact and results in a
bounded perfect complex of Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-modules where Q(ξmls+1)
+
is the totally real subfield of Q(ξmls+1). In addition, the cohomology groups
of C0,m(r)
+ are finite so that we have a canonical isomorphism
DZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](C0,m(r)
+)⊗Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)] Ql[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]
∼=−→ Ql[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)].
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Let τ denote complex conjugation and let
χ : G(Q(ξml∞)/Q) −→ G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q) −→ Q∗l
denote an l-adic character. Suppose that zm,r is a basis element for the free
rank one Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-module
DZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](C0,m(r)
+) ⊂ Ql[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)].
By the descent lemma ([5] Lemma 8.1) with C replaced by Cm(r)) zm,r may
be chosen to satisfy
χ(zm,r) = χ((1 + (−1)rτ)/2) + χ((1 + (−1)r−1τ)/2)χ(gm(r))
=


1 if r is even,
−L(r, χ˜) if r is odd
since −χ(gm(r)) = L(r, χ˜), by ([5] Proposition 5.5), the Dirichlet L-function
at s = r of the primitive Dirichlet character χ˜ associated to χ.
Let Xl = Spec(Z[ξmls+1 ][1/ml]), X
+
l = Spec(Z[ξmls+1 ]
+[1/ml]) denote the
spectrum of the Sml-integers of Q(ξmls+1),Q(ξmls+1)
+, respectively. Here, as
usual, Sml equals the set of primes dividing ml.
Now we must examine the construction of Cm(r) prior to applying The-
orem 2.4 to C0,m(r)
+. Following [5] let ΣL∞m denote the set of embeddings
of Q(ξml∞) into the complex numbers. Then complex conjugation acts di-
agonally on
∏
ΣL∞m
Zl(−r) so that the fixed points (∏ΣL∞m Zl(−r))
+ nat-
urally form a projective Λ∞m -module generated by e+(σ˜
∞
m νr) in the nota-
tion of ([5] §7). In ([5] §7 (48)) a Λ∞m -module homomorphism cm(r) from
(
∏
ΣL∞m
Zl(−r))+ to H1e´t(Xl;Zl(1 − r)) sending e+(σ˜∞m νr) to a “cyclotomic
element” denoted by ηm(r). This uniquely determines a homomorphism in
the derived category
cm(r) ∈ HomD(Λ∞m )((
∏
ΣL∞m
Zl(−r))+[−1], RΓ(Xl;Zl(1− r)))
and Cm(r) is the bounded perfect complex of Λ
∞
m -modules given by the map-
ping cone of cm(r). Hence there is a distinguished triangle of perfect com-
plexes in D(Λ∞m ) of the form
(
∏
ΣL∞m
Zl(−r))+[−1] cm(r)−→ RΓ(Xl;Zl(1− r)) −→ Cm(r).
The complex C0,m(r) is obtained by applying (− ⊗LΛ Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)/Q)]).
Complex conjugation acts on Zl(−r) as multiplication by (−1)r so that, when
r is odd, there are Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-module isomorphisms
H i(C0,m(r)
+) ∼= H ie´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r)) ∼= H i−1e´t (X+l ; (Ql/Zl)(1− r))
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for i = 1, 2 and H i(C0,m(r)
+) = 0 otherwise. However, when r is even,
the action by complex conjugation is trivial and the cohomology long exact
sequence yields a short exact sequence
0 −→ Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]〈e+(σ˜∞m νr)〉
cm(r)−→ H1e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r))
−→ H1(C0,m(r)+) −→ 0
and an isomorphism
H2e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
∼=−→ H2(C0,m(r)+)
while H i(C0,m(r)
+) = 0 otherwise.
4.3 Cyclotomic fields – proof of Theorem 1.6
The discussion of §4.2 shows that C0,m(r)+ is a perfect complex of
Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)] for which, when r = −1,−3,−5, . . .,
det(X)−1 = −ΘQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q(1− r) ∈ Ql[G(Q(ξml
s+1)+/Q)]∗
Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]∗
.
Since the non-zero (finite) homology groups of C0,m(r)
+ are given by Hi =
H1−ie´t (X
+
l ; (Ql/Zl)(1 − r)) for i = 0, 1 and H1 is a cyclic group the result
follows from Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.12. ✷
Remark 4.4 Base change for higher Stickelberger ideals
The main theorem of [45] together with Corollary 1.7 shows that Corollary
1.7 remains true if Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q is replaced by any intermediate extension
Q(ξmls+1)
+/K. For another explanation of base change phenomena see ([50]
Remark 7.2.11(iii)).
4.5 H ie´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r)), 0 > r even
Let l be an odd prime. The discussion of §4.2 serves equally well when
applying Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.12 to C0,m(r)
+ with r even but the
outcome it slightly different. Since complex conjugation τ acts as multipli-
cation by −1 on the finite cyclic l-group H0e´t(Xl; (Ql/Zl)(1 − r)) we have
H0e´t(X
+
l ; (Ql/Zl)(1− r)) = H0e´t(Xl; (Ql/Zl)(1− r))〈τ〉 = 0, as l is odd. Hence
H1e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1 − r)) is Zl-torsion free because embeds into H1e´t(X+l ;Ql(1 −
r)). The image of the homomorphism cm(r) of §4.2 is a free rank one
Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-module generated by the “cyclotomic element”
cm(r)(e+(σ˜
∞
m νr)) = ηm(r) ([5] §7 and §8). Following ([25] §5; see also [37]
Part II §1) denote the image of cm(r) by
im(cm(r)) = H
1
cyclo(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r)) ⊆ H1e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r)),
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the submodule of cyclotomic elements, then
H1cyclo =
H1e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
H1cyclo(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
is a finite l-group ([5] §8). The short exact sequence of Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]-
modules
0 −→ HomZl(H1e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r)),Zl) −→
HomZl(Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]〈e+(σ˜∞m νr)〉,Zl) −→ Ext1Zl(H1cyclo,Zl) −→ 0
shows that
Ext1Zl(H1cyclo,Zl) ∼= Hom(H1cyclo,Ql/Zl)
is generated by one element, because Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)] is a self-dual
Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-module.
Therefore we may apply Corollary 2.12 to C0,m(r)
+ when r < 0 is even to
obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.6
Let l be an odd prime. Let l, m and X+l be as in the notation of §1.5.
Let H1cyclo(X
+
l ;Zl(1 − r)) denote the cyclotomic elements of §4.5. Then, for
r = −2,−4,−6, . . . and any positive integer s:
(i) there exists a chain of annihilator ideal relations for e´tale cohomology
of the form
{tm0 | t ∈ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H2e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r)))}
⊆ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](
H1
e´t
(X+
l
;Zl(1−r))
H1
cyclo
(X+
l
;Zl(1−r))
)
⊆ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H2e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r)).
(ii) If l does not divide m− 1 then in (i) the final
annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H
2
e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r)))
may be replaced by the Fitting ideal
FZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H
2
e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))).
Here m0 is the minimal number of generators of the Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-
module H2e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r)).
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Remark 4.7 (i) There is no Stickelberger element in the statement of The-
orem 4.6 because the discussion of §4.2 shows that the element of
K0(Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)],Ql) ∼= Ql[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]∗
Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]∗
defined by C0,m(r)
+ is trivial when r < 0 is even (i.e. det(X) = 1 in the
notation of Theorem 2.4).
Observe that this triviality immediately implies the central result of ([25]
Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5). Namely, if χ is a character ofG(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)
of order prime to l then the χ-eigenspaces satisfy
[H1e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1−r))χ : H1cyclo(X+l ;Zl(1−r))χ] = |H2e´t(X+l ;Zl(1−r))χ|. (4.7.1)
To see this, firstly map
0 = [C0,m(r)
+
even, X, C0,m(r)
+
odd] ∈ K0(Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)],Ql)
to G0(Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)],Ql) by the forgetful map. However, there is an
isomorphism
G0(Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)],Ql) ∼= G0T (Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]),
the Grothendieck group of finite Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-modules. Under the
decomposition Zl[G] ∼= ∏χ Zl[χ][G1] of Proposition 2.8(proof) the χ-component
yields
[
H1e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))χ
H1cyclo(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))χ
] = |H2e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r))χ|] ∈ G0(Zl[χ][G1])
and mapping to G0(Zl[χ]) by the augmentation yields (4.7.1).
(ii) Recall that ΘQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q(1 − r) is zero when 0 > r is even [58] so
that a result like Theorem 1.6 would not make sense. Next we examine how
to manufacture elements of
annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](
H1e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
H1cyclo(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
)
when LQ(χ, r) = 0.
4.8 Some elements in annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H1cyclo)
We shall now describe a method for constructing elements in the annihi-
lator of
H1cyclo =
H1e´t(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
H1cyclo(X
+
l ;Zl(1− r))
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when 0 > r is even. The construction will involve the derivative of the
Dirichlet L-function LQ(z, χ
−1) at z = r. In order to present our construction
functorially we shall imitate the Stark conjecture [54]. Let
Yr(Q(ξmls+1)) =
∏
ΣQ(ξ
mls+1
)
(2πi)−rZ
with a G(Q(ξmls+1)/Q)×G(C/R)-action in which G(C/R) acts on ΣQ(ξmls+1 )
and on (2πi)−r (the latter action being trivial when r is even). Here, as in §4.2,
ΣQ(ξ
mls+1 )
is the set of embeddings of Q(ξmls+1) into the complex numbers.
The Borel regulator is a Galois equivariant R-linear isomorphism of the form
([5] §3.2)
RrQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+ : K1−2r(X
+
l )⊗R
∼=−→ Yr(Q(ξmls+1))+⊗R ∼= R[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]〈yr〉
where, in the notation of ([5] §8), Yr(Q(ξmls+1))+ is a free Z[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]-
module of rank one with a generator yr.
Define a homomorphism from the complex representation ring to the non-
zero complex numbers by sending a character χ : G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q) −→ C∗
to
L∗Q(r, χ) =
d
dz
LQ(z, χ)|z=r ·
∏
p prime
p|ml, (p,f(χ))=1
(1− χ(σp)−1p−r)
where f(χ) denotes the conductor of χ and LQ(z, χ) is the Dirichlet L-
function. Since RrQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+ is an isomorphism ofR[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-modules
there must exist an isomorphism of Q[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]-modules of the form
fr : K1−2r(X
+
l )⊗Q
∼=−→ Yr(Q(ξmls+1))+ ⊗Q.
Form the Stark regulator, for each representation V whose contragredient is
denoted by V ∨,
R(V, fr) = det((R
r
Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+ · f−1r )∗),
where (RrQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+ · f−1r )∗ is the automorphism of the complex vector space
HomG(Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q)(V
∨, Yr(Q(ξmls+1))
+ ⊗ C) given by composition with
RrQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+ · f−1r . Following the example of the Stark conjecture [54], we
define a complex-valued homomorphism Rfr given on a finite-dimensional
complex representation V by setting
Rfr(V ) =
R(V, fr)
L∗Q(r, V )
.
If Q is the algebraic closure of the rationals in the complex numbers and
R(G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)) denotes the representation ring then
Rfr ∈ HomG(Q/Q)(R(G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)),Q
∗
).
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This is seen in the following manner. Since any two choices of fr differ by
multiplication by a unit in Q[G(Q/Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]∗ the truth of the assertion
is independent of fr. Now K1−2r(X
+
l ) ⊗Q is the free Q[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]-
module on the Beilinson element which is denoted by (−r)!(mls+1)−rbr(mls+1)
in the notation of [5]. Therefore we may choose fr to satisfy
fr((−r)!(mls+1)−rbr(mls+1)) = yr.
Let G be a finite abelian group. Then there exists a homomorphism
λG : Hom(R(G),C
∗)
∼=−→ C[G]∗
given by
λG(h) =
∑
χ∈Gˆ
h(χ)eχ
where eχ = |G|−1∑g∈G χ(g)g−1 ∈ Q(χ)[G]. Furthermore λG restricts to give
an isomorphism of the form
λG : HomΩQ(R(G),Q
∗
)
∼=−→ Q[G]∗.
Now we evaluate λG(Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q)(Rfr). Clearly
λG(Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q)(V 7→ L∗Q(r, V )) =
∑
χ
L∗Q(r, χ)eχ.
On the other hand the subspace ofC[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]〈yr〉 on whichG(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)
acts via χ−1 is Ceχ−1 · yr. Hence
λG(Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q)(V 7→ R(V, fr)) =
∑
χ
µχ−1eχ
RrQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+ · f−1r is given by multiplication by µχ on Ceχ · yr. However, as
recapitulated in ([5] §4.2), Beilinson proved ([37] Part I Theorem 4.3(ii) and
Part II Theorem 1.1) that
RrQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+(f−1r (yr)) = R
r
Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+((−r)!(mls+1)−rbr(mls+1))
=
∑
χ L
∗
Q(r, χ
−1)eχyr
so that µχ−1 = L
∗
Q(r, (χ
−1)−1) = L∗Q(r, χ) and therefore λG(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)(Rfr) =
1 ∈ Q[G]∗, as required.
Now choose any fr and define
Ifr = {α ∈ Q[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)] | α · fr(K1−2r(X+l )) ⊆ Yr(Q(ξmls+1))+}.
Hence Ifr is a Z[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]-submodule of Q[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)].
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Theorem 4.9
In the notation of §3.7 the fractional ideal of Q[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]
Jr = Ifr · λG(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)(Rfr)−1
is independent of the choice of fr and for each odd prime l
Jr
⋂
Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)] ⊆ annZl[G(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)](H2e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r)))
when 0 > r is even.
Proof
Any other choice for fr has the form ufr for some unit u in the rational
group-ring. This changes Ifr to u−1Ifr and changes λG(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)(Rfr) to
u−1λG(Q(ξ
mls+1 )
+/Q)(Rfr) so that
IufrλG(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)(Rufr)−1 = u−1IfruλG(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)(Rfr)−1
= IfrλG(Q(ξmls+1 )+/Q)(Rfr)−1,
as required.
For the second part, choose the canonical fr as in §4.8. Let x ∈ H1e´t(X+l ;Zl(1−
r)) and α ∈ Jr ⋂Zl[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]. By Theorem 4.6 we must show that
αx ∈ H1cyclo(X+l ;Zl(1− r)). The image of the Chern class
c1−r,1 : K1−2r(X
+
l ) −→ H1e´t(X+l ;Zl(1− r))
(denoted by crQ(ξ
mls+1 )
+ in ([5] Lemma 8.16)) is dense. Choose xm ∈ K1−2r(X+l )
so that lim→
m
c1−r,1(xm) = x. Then fr(αxm) ∈ Yr(Q(ξmls+1))+ which equals
fr(Z[G(Q(ξmls+1)
+/Q)]〈(−r)!(mls+1)−rbr(mls+1)〉) so that
αxm ∈ Z[G(Q(ξmls+1)+/Q)]〈(−r)!(mls+1)−rbr(mls+1)〉.
However ([5] Lemma 8.16; [22] Theorem 6.4 (proof))) c1−r,1((−r)!(mls+1)−rbr(mls+1))
is equal to the element ηm(r) of §4.2 and §4.5, which generates the cyclotomic
elements. Hence lim→
m
αc1−r,1(xm) = αx ∈ H1cyclo(X+l ;Zl(1 − r)), as required.
✷
5 Other invariants in K0(Zl[G],Ql)
5.1 Relatively abelian number field extensions
Let l be an odd prime and let L/K be a finite Galois extension of number
fields with abelian Galois group G(L/K). Assume that L is totally real. Let
K∞/K denote the cyclotomic Zl-extension of K and suppose that L
⋂
K∞ =
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K. Set L∞ = K∞L and let M∞ denote the maximal abelian pro-l-extension
of L∞ in which only primes above l ramify. Therefore we have an extension
of Galois groups of the form
X∞ = G(M∞/L∞) −→ G(M∞/K) −→ G(L∞/K) ∼= G(L/K)×G(K∞/K)
and G(K∞/K) ∼= Zl. It is usual to write Γ for G(K∞/K). Hence X∞ is a
Zl[[G(L∞/K)]]-module and, in particular, it is a Γ-module. Let Ql denote
an algebraic closure of the l-adics. For each character η : G(L/K) −→ Q∗l of
order prime to l the η-eigenspace
Xη∞ = {x ∈ X∞ ⊗ Zl[η] | g(x) = η(g)x for all g ∈ G(L/K)}
is also a Γ-module. Let µη denote the Iwasawa µ-invariant of X
η ([38] p.604
and p.655 et seq, [50], [59]).
Suppose that µη = 0 for all l-adic characters η : G(L/K) −→ Q∗l of order
prime to l. This condition holds when K is the field of rational numbers by
[17]. In [42] a perfect complex of Zl[G(L∞/K)]-modules is constructed which
generalises that constructed in [5] for the cyclotomic case. Unfortunately,
unless one assumes the Leopoldt Conjecture ([58] p.71) it does not seem
possible to establish a descent lemma similar to that of ([5] §8.1). On the
other hand, if we make this assumption then Theorem 1.6 should extend to
this situation.
5.2 Vanishing cycles
In [23] the following situation is considered: Ok is an excellent, henselian
discrete valuation ring with fraction field, k, and algebraically closed residue
field, F . Then Ok[T ] is a local ring with maximal ideal M =< T, P =
ker(Ok −→ F ) >. Let A = Ok{T} denote the henselianisation of Ok[T ] at
M ([36] p.36). We also write P✁A for the kernel of Ok{T} −→ F{T} so that
P ⋂Ok = P . If X = Spec(A) − {M,P} and P1, P2, . . . , Pt is a non-empty
finite set of primes of X different from M and P then we have
U = SpecA− {M,P, P1, P2, . . . , Pt} u→֒ X i←֓ Y = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt}
where u is an open immersion and i is a closed immersion.
Let Λ = Fq be a finite field of characteristic l different from that of F and
let F be a locally constant sheaf of Λ-modules of finite rank on Ue´t. Fix k, an
algebraic closure of k. Then ([23] Theorem 6.7) gives a formula, generalising
that of Deligne [28], for the Λ-dimension of the space of vanishing cycles
Hq(X ×Spec(k) Spec(k); u!(F))
in terms of the Swan conductor. In general this group is zero except when
q = 0, 1 ([21] p.14) and is also zero when q = 0 in the above situation because
U 6= X ([23] p.631).
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There is an action on this cohomology of the absolute Galois group G(k/k)
on Hq(X ×Spec(k) Spec(k); u!(F)) and the fundamental question posed in [23]
is to determine this Galois action. Particularly important is the case when
q = 1 and U 6= X . The following construction is a small step towards studying
this problem.
Suppose that k is a complete discrete valuation field of finite cohomological
dimension. For example, k might be an n-dimensional local field (see [18],
[19]). Assume also that U 6= X . For each finite Galois extension, k ⊆ L ⊂ k
there exists a perfect complex [51], whose s-th cohomology group is equal to
Hs+1(X ×Spec(k) Spec(L); u!(F)), which defines an Euler characteristic in the
relative K-group
χ(X ×Spec(k) Spec(L); u!(F)) = [P od,Γ, P ev] ∈ K0(Zl[G(L/k)],Ql).
When G(L/k) is abelian the class [P od,Γ, P ev] corresponds to
det(Γ) ∈ Ql[G(L/k)]
∗
Zl[G(L/k)]∗
∼= K0(Zl[G(L/k)],Ql).
The formula of ([23] Theorem 6.7) suggests that there should an expression
for det(Γ) in terms of Swan conductors. If, in addition, k is a one-dimensional
local field then Hs(X ×Spec(k) Spec(L); u!(F)) can only be possibly non-zero
for s = 1, 2, 3. There are generalisations of Theorem 2.4 to the case of three
non-zero homology groups, but the ones which I have currently do not give
very efficient annihilator/Fitting ideal relations. For example, the expected
form of one of these relations would predict that some power of the annihila-
tors of H1(X×Spec(k)Spec(L); u!(F)) and H3(X×Spec(k)Spec(L); u!(F)) times
an expression involving Swan conductors lies inside the annihilator ideal of
H2(X ×Spec(k) Spec(L); u!(F)).
5.3 Geometrical application to surfaces
LetX be a smooth projective, geometrically connected surface over a finite
field of characteristic p and assume that Br(X) is finite (as is widely believed
to be true). Let G be a finite group acting on X in such a way that π : X −→
X/G is e´tale. The assumption that π is e´tale ensures that ([9] Proposition
3.2) that there exists a bounded cochain complex of cohomologically trivial
Z[G]-modules C∗ such that H i(X ;Gm) and H
i(C∗) are isomorphic Z[G]-
modules for each i. In [9], using the results of ([29], [30], [31], [32]), an Euler
characteristic is constructed in K0(Z[G]) whose image in the Grothendieck
group of finite Z[G]-modules is given in terms of the finite parts ofH∗(X ;Gm)
and the intersection pairing on H1(X ;Gm). In [6] this Euler characteristic
is lifted canonically to the Euler characteristic [P˜ od, Z, P˜ ev] ∈ K0(Z[G],Q)
and associated to a perfect complex P˜ ∗. If G is abelian the first obstacle to
applying Theorem 2.4 to P˜ ∗ is the fact that the cohomology groups are not
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finite. This may be remedied by choosing chain map of a perfect complexes
f : P ∗1 → P˜ ∗, which induces isomorphisms on H∗ ⊗Ql, and replacing P˜ ∗ by
the mapping cone of f . Unfortunately the mapping cone will usually have
more than two non-zero (finite) cohomology groups so that, as in §5.2, we
require an efficient version of Theorem 2.4 applicable to a bounded perfect
complex with finite homology groups.
On the positive side when G is abelian the computations of ([9] Theorem
3.9) suggests that, for each prime l 6= p, det(Z) ∈ Ql[G]∗/Zl[G]∗ is given in
terms of the Artin L-function of X → X/G.
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